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Causation in science

• Neuroscience and Biology

• Importance:
• explanation

• prediction, control, & responsibility

X Y

: “primary” objective of science



Causation in science

• Important to have rigorous conception of causation

• Neuroscientists:  “causation” is used in different ways
• Talk past each other

• Assumed there is a single definition of causation

• Causal distinctions don’t imply different causation definitions

X Y



Overview

• Causal pluralism: pluralism=many

• Taxonomy of causal pluralism

(1) What is causal pluralism: three types
--definitional

--methodological

--structural

(2) Why appreciating these types matters



(1) Types of causal pluralism

• Definitional pluralism

• Methodological pluralism

• Structural pluralism

—how defined

—how studied

—how present in world



(A) Definitional pluralism (about 
causation)

• What “is” causation?  What characteristics make something causal?



Examples of accounts of causation

• Regularity accounts

• Probabilistic accounts

• Process accounts

• Interventionist/counterfactual accounts

Heavily debated

Definitional pluralist—two or more are correct
Definitional monist—one is correct



Examples of accounts of causation

• Regularity accounts
--causal relationships involve “constant conjunction”, 

regular occurrence of effect given cause

--Problems: “correlation is not causation”  

vitamin C scurvy



Examples of accounts of causation

• Regularity accounts
--causal relationships involve “constant conjunction”, 

regular occurrence of effect given cause

--Problems: “correlation is not causation”  
rash regularly precedes Lyme’s dz, but it doesn’t cause it

--Identification of a stable regularity isn’t a guarantee that 
the relationship is causal

vitamin C scurvy



Examples of accounts of causation

• Probabilistic accounts
--causes increase the probability of their effects

--Problems: common cause, mere correlation
bull’s eye rash increases probability of Lyme’s dz
however, it isn’t the cause of it



Examples of accounts of causation

• Process accounts
--causes are physically connected to their effect,

they transmit a “mark” on to their effects

--Other versions: physical connection

--Problems: absence causation
lesion in brain causes outcome
absence of vit C causes scurvy

vitamin C scurvy



Examples of accounts of causation

• Interventionist accounts
--Woodward Making Things Happen (2003)

--causes are factors that, when intervened upon and
changed, produces changes in their effect

--Causation in terms of “control”
hypothetical intervention

--Solutions: excludes spurious correlations



Examples of accounts of causation

• Regularity accounts

• Process accounts

• Probabilistic accounts

• Interventionist/counterfactual accounts

Heavily debated

Definitional pluralist—all are correct
Definitional monist—only one is correct



(B) Methodological pluralism (about causation)

• There is either one method or many different methods to identify 
causation.

• Koch’s postulates, RCT, lesion experiments, 

potential outcomes framework, Hill’s criteria



(B) Methodological pluralism (about causation)

• There is either one method or many different methods to identify 
causation.

• Koch’s postulates, RCT, lesion experiments, 

potential outcomes framework, Hill’s criteria

More consensus

(pluralism         )



(C) Structural pluralism

• Pluralism about types of causal 
relationships and structures in the world

linear

distal cause proximal cause



Causal structures (patterns, systems)

• fast/slow
• stable/unstable
• specific/nonspecific
• reversible/irreversible

linear

distal cause proximal cause



Causal structures (patterns, systems)

bowtie

feedback loop

final common
pathway

cascade

mechanism

linear



Final common pathway

Fox (2018), The New England Journal of Medicine. 379(23)

Anatomical connectivity: Complex
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Causal structures (patterns, systems)

bowtie

feedback loop

final common
pathway

cascade

mechanism

linear



Conclusion and suggestions:

• Definitional pluralism
• Really need to be clear about what is meant by “causation”
• Should be open many definitions, but also need limits

• Methodological pluralism

• Structural pluralism
• Part of the diverse, complex nature of the world

: open to debate

: not a problem

: should be appreciated 
more
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(1) What is not causal pluralism

Types causal complexity

Many causes: for single instance of Y (multicausality)

--contrast: single cause (monocausality)

Different causes: for population-wide Y (causal heterogeneity)

--contrast: same causes (causal homogeneity)

Y

Y


